Creating a Fairer Scotland
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The Fairer Fife Mural Project explores how children in Fife understand fairness – and
unfairness – at home, at school and in the community. This mural shares the views and experiences of 150
children, age 9 to 11 years, and their ideas for how Fife and Scotland can be an even better and fairer place
for all of us to live.

Fairer Fife
Mural Project

The Kingdom of Shattered Dreams & the Kingdom of Unlimited Chances
The mural is split into two kingdoms that depict the children’s ideas of fairness and unfairness. The castle
in the middle of the mural represents the stark difference between these two kingdoms, with one side
locked up and crumbling and the other unlocked and free.
On the left is the Kingdom of Shattered Dreams. The Tyrant of Unfairness rules it, not seeing or listening
to the needs of his people. As a result, the Pool of Tears has filled up with all their sadness, loneliness and
negative experiences.
On the right is the Kingdom of Unlimited Chances, where the Great Leader of Fairness ensures that
everyone is looked after properly, listened to and respected. So that no one is left behind, the Fairness Bus
travels throughout the kingdom and is available to all.
Surrounding these key mural landmarks are messages from children about how life can feel fair or unfair at
home, at school, and in the community, and what can be done to make things better for everyone. Take a
journey through these kingdoms in order to understand more about children’s lives in Fife today.

The Fairer Fife Mural Project
was funded through the
Fairer Scotland Fund.
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Children’s Parliament: Fairer Fife Mural Project

People across Scotland are taking part in a national
discussion about how to create a fairer and more equal
place to live – www.fairer.scot.
Children’s Parliament ensures that children’s voices are
being included to create a truly fair society.
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